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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Emerson, NJ (June 12,2023) — We are thrilled to announce the launch of our new line of single-
use instruments designed to meet the needs of healthcare providers and patients alike. This line 
features a range of 25 general surgery instruments that are not only affordable, but also reliable 
and efficient. With a focus on infection and safety control, these high-quality instruments are 
designed to be used only once, to reduce the risk of cross-contamination and infection. Our 
single use instruments are conveniently sold in packs of 10 with each instrument individually 
packaged, sterilized and ready to use. We believe that this new line of instruments will 
revolutionize the surgical industry and improve the overall quality of patient care.

About gSource
gSource was founded in 1999 and is committed to putting the finest instruments into the hands 
of surgeons and their teams. Crafted from German surgical stainless steel, and recognized by 
their finely finished surface,gSource instruments are designed to perform with precise surgical 
function. They are also conceived to be affordable. It is this combination that distinguishes the 
gSource brand.

More than a source for quality instrumentation, gSource is an advocate for the orthopedic 
community. The company is relied upon to provide superior instrumentation for spinal and 
orthopedic procedures, and do so in a time-critical fashion. With the ability to create entirely new 
instruments in a timely and economical manner,and an inventory of over 4,800 patterns 
available for same day shipment, many world leaders and innovators in orthopedics and spine 
have found in gSource a trusted and reliable partner.

For more information, visit: https://www.gSource.com

###

Contact: Anisha Godhwani, Marketing Manager, gSource LLC
MarketingManager@gSource.com
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Single-Use Instruments 

Part Number Description 
U1.13.1680 gU Iris Scissors 4 1/2" str pkg/10
U1.13.1720 gU Iris Scissors 4 1/2" cvd pkg/10
U1.13.3560 gU Mayo Scissors 5 1/2" str beveled pkg/10
U1.13.3580 gU Mayo Scissors 5 1/2" cvd beveled pkg/10
U1.13.4021 gU Operating Scissors 5 1/2" str s/b pkg/10
U1.13.4024 gU Operating Scissors 5 1/2" cvd s/b pkg/10
U1.13.5580 gU Metzenbaum Dissecting Scissors 6" str bl/bl pkg/10
U1.13.5621 gU Metzenbaum Dissecting Scissors 6" cvd bl/bl pkg/10
U1.15.7920 gU Lister Bandage Scissors 5 3/4" pkg/10
U1.15.8040 gU Lister Bandage Scissors 7 1/4" pkg/10
U1.17.1560 gU Micro Adson Tissue Fcps 5" 1x2 teeth pkg/10
U1.17.1660 gU Adson Tissue Fcps 4 3/4" 1x2 teeth pkg/10
U1.17.3680 gU Tissue Forceps 5" 1x2 teeth pkg/10
U1.19.1620 gU Adson Dressing Fcps 5" serr standard pkg/10
U1.19.1840 gU Dressing Fcps 5 1/2" serr pkg/10
U1.21.3700 gU Mayo Hegar NH 5 1/2" serr pkg/10
U1.22.1760 gU Micro Halsted Mosquito Fcps 5" str pkg/10
U1.22.1780 gU Micro Halsted Mosquito Fcps 5" cvd pkg/10
U1.22.2560 gU Mosquito Fcps 5" str (Halsted) pkg/10
U1.22.2580 gU Mosquito Fcps 5" cvd (Halsted) pkg/10
U1.22.4060 gU Rochester Pean Fcps 14cm [5 1/2"] str pkg/10
U1.22.4080 gU Rochester Pean Fcps 14cm [5 1/2"] cvd pkg/10
U1.34.1845 gU Senn-Mueller Retractor 6 1/2" 3 prgs sharp pkg/10
U1.38.6350 gU Wullstein-Weitlaner Retr 5 1/4", sharp 3x3 pkg/10
U1.50.7300 gU Williger Curette 5 1/2" 3 & 4mm oval pkg/10

* Conveniently sold in packs of 10 with each intrument individually packaged and ready to use
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